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Coming soon from Harriman House
THE PSYCHOLOGY OF MONEY
Timeless lessons on wealth, greed and happiness
By Morgan Housel
Award-winning author and social media sensation Morgan Housel shares 19 short stories
exploring the strange ways people think about money and how to make better sense of one of
life’s most important topics.
This new book takes a unique and fascinating look at misconceptions and common flaws that
take place when people think about money and investing, arguing that finance is not just about
what you know. It’s about how you behave.
Morgan Housel is a former columnist at The Motley Fool and The Wall Street Journal. He
regularly speaks at events and conferences, appears on podcasts, television and radio
shows.
A high profile financial blogger with a huge international fan base, Morgan Housel has
over 157,000 Twitter followers.
ISBN: 9780857197689, Paperback, RRP: £14.99, Publication Date: 8 September 2020
Rights: Indian Subcontinent (English language reprint), Korean, Russian, Serbian, Thai
and Vietnamese rights sold. All other rights available.

THE AVERAGE IS ALWAYS WRONG

A real-world guide to putting data at the heart of your business
By Ian Shepherd
A pragmatic and accessible guide for businesses who are bombarded with terminology like
‘data science’, ‘machine learning’ and ‘artificial intelligence’ and have the sense that they are
important but don’t really know what they mean or what to do about any of it. Author Ian
Shepherd has significant real world experience as a CEO and CMO, working for major
companies including Sky, Vodafone, Game and Odeon. He now acts as an advisor to a wide
range of businesses.
The Average is Always Wrong is packed with case studies of analytics used well (and badly)
in business. Readers will come away with a powerful understanding of the real value of data
and the techniques that can actually drive profit growth.
The Average is Always Wrong takes the reader behind the jargon and puts together a
powerful plan that anyone can enact in their business right now to reap the rewards of a
simple but sophisticated use of data, making it an essential read for anyone running a
business, large or small.
ISBN: 9780857198129, Paperback, RRP: £14.99, Publication Date: 22 September 2020
All rights available.

THE INCREDIBLE SHRINKING ALPHA 2ND EDITION
How to be a successful investor without picking winners
By Andrew L. Berkin and Larry E. Swedroe
Active managers persistently lag the returns of benchmarks and index funds that track them,
with the excuses for underperformance recycled every year. This comprehensive book is the
antidote for the active managers’ siren song.
If you understand the benefits of indexing, or systematic investing, it will reinforce your
commitment while increasing your knowledge. In this updated and expanded second edition,
authors Swedroe and Berkin show you how to develop an investment plan that focuses on what
risks to take, and how much of them, as well as how to build a diversified portfolio. They
present a list of vehicles to consider when implementing your plan and provide guidance on the
care and maintenance of your portfolio. As a bonus they add appendices that will make you a
more informed and, therefore, better investor.
ISBN: 9780857198242, Paperback, RRP: £19.99, Publication Date: 25 August 2020
All rights available.

Coming soon from Harriman House
BENJAMIN GRAHAM’S NET-NET STOCK STRATEGY
A practical guide to successful deep value investing in today’s markets
By Evan Bleker

In 1975, legendary value investor Benjamin Graham wrote that his net-net stock strategy
worked so well that he had renounced all other value investing strategies. Despite the
assumption that net-net stocks are a relic of the past, Graham’s strategy is just as viable today
for small private investors as it was for Buffett’s ‘superinvestors’ and remains the most powerful
value investing approach a small investor can adopt.
Author Evan Bleker uncovers the real-world performance of Graham’s strategy, how to employ
it, and why it works. The book guide the reader through the philosophy an includes exclusive,
detailed academic and industry studies assessing the framework, and its how it has been used
by world-class value investors such as Benjamin Graham, Warren Buffett, and Peter Cundill.
The ultimate practical guide to implementing the net-net stock strategy – and reaping the
rewards – in today’s markets.
ISBN: 9780857197078, Paperback, RRP: £24.99, Publication Date: 14 July 2020
All rights available.

I DON’T AGREE

Why we can’t stop fighting - and how to get great stuff done despite our differences
By Michael Brown
A fascinating exploration of new, powerful and surprising solutions to an ancient problem: why
we disagree so much and how we can things done, despite our differences.
Underpinned by cutting-edge research, case studies and academic thinking, author and
marketeer Michael Brown reveals the secrets to better leadership, stronger teams, swifter
promotions, more effective collaboration, better organisational culture – as well as radically
improving your life outside of work.
A 10-step guide to navigating all types of conflict by recognising our differences, whatever the
argument, whatever the negotiation: from equality to the environment, from pay rises to
promotion, from gender to geopolitics.
I Don’t Agree will be invaluable to anyone looking to improve their negotiations and
interactions with others.
ISBN: 9780857197658, Paperback, RRP: £14.99, Publication Date: 1 July 2020
All rights available.

BULLETPROOF TRADER

Evidence-based strategies for overcoming setbacks and sustaining high performance in the
markets
By Steve Ward
Author Steve Ward has spent the last 15 years working as a performance coach with financial
traders and investors at some of the biggest a investment banks, hedge funds, asset managers,
commodities trading houses and proprietary trading groups across the globe, helping them to
perform at their best, to navigate the highs and lows of trading and investing in the markets.
A bulletproof trader is forged over time through experience, and by applying the latest insights
from biological and psychological sciences, the best that practical philosophy can teach us, and
a healthy dose of pragmatism – doing what actually works in the real world of trading the
markets.
Bulletproof Trader brings together all of Ward’s latest insights into how to deal with
stresses and setbacks and sustain high performance in a comprehensive, accessible
and unmissable book.
ISBN: 9780857196675, Paperback, RRP: £35.00 Publication Date: 23 June 2020
All rights available.

New from Harriman House
LEADERSHIP BY ALGORITHM
Who leads and who follows in the AI era?
By David De Cremer
Leadership by Algorithm offers some startling conclusions that make clear the true nature
of the power struggle between man and machine. Leading global management guru David
De Cremer identifies the key areas where algorithms will collide with human skills, and
assesses the likely outcomes. Recently named one of the world’s top 30 management gurus
and speakers, the author is frequently featured in newspapers and on television.
Drawing on his own research findings and those from thought leaders around the world, De
Cremer presents unique insights into the challenges that an automated work environment
poses for organisations of the future. The author is a provost chair, professor in management
and the founder and director of the Centre on AI Technology for Humankind (AiTH) at the
National University of Singapore (NUS) Business School and was professor of management
at China Europe International Business School (CEIBS) in Shanghai.
Written by the co-author of Huawei: Leadership, culture, and connectivity (ISBN:
9789386062055) which has sold more than one million copies worldwide.
ISBN: 9780857198280, Paperback, RRP: £25.00, Publication Date: 26 May 2020
Rights: Simplified Chinese rights sold. All other rights available.

PROVEN IN THE TRENCHES

11 Principles to Maximize Advisor Value and Transform Your Firm’s Future
By Ron Carson
One of America’s top wealth advisors shows how advisors can maximise their value in the
evolving world of financial services where people are starving for someone they can trust.
Written by New York Times bestselling author Ron Carson, founder and CEO of Inc. 5000
firm Carson Group, a Barron’s Hall-of-Fame wealth advisor, and one of Forbes’ top wealth
advisors in America.
Proven in the Trenches shows how financial advisors and anyone working in financial
services can better serve their clients using a proven, time-tested strategy, with
methodology established by one of the most successful advisors in the country and
backed by decades of real-world application.
ISBN: 9780857198044, Paperback, RRP: £24.95, Publication Date: 12 May 2020
All rights available.

DEAR SHAREHOLDER

The best executive letters from Warren Buffett, Prem Watsa & other great CEOs
Edited by Lawrence A.Cunningham
An engaging collection of the finest shareholder letters showcasing the ultimate in business
and investment knowledge by more than 20 different leaders, from bestselling author
Lawrence A.Cunningham. This new book contains letters by more than 20 different leaders
including Warren Buffett (Berkshire Hathaway), Tom Gayner (Markel), Kay Graham and Don
Graham (The Washington Post and Graham Holdings), Roberto Goizueta (Coca-Cola), Ginni
Rometty (IBM) and Prem Watsa (Fairfax).
Skilfully curated and edited, these letters are packed with some of the best writing on
business and are a rich source of information for investors and shareholders. There is no
more authoritative resource on subjects ranging from leadership and management to capital
allocation and company culture. Dear Shareholder will appeal to private and professional
investors, shareholders of the companies featured in the book and all followers of Warren
Buffett, Jeff Bezos, Prem Watsa and other contributors.
Lawrence A. Cunningham it the bestselling author of 13 books including The Essays
of Warren Buffett: Lessons from Corporate America with over 400,000 copies sold,
published in successive editions since 1996 in collaboration with Warren Buffett.
ISBN: 9780857197917, Paperback, RRP: £18.99, Publication Date: 14 April 2020
Rights: Complex Chinese, simplified Chinese and Korean rights sold. All other rights
available.

RUN WITH FOXES
Make better marketing decisions
By Paul Dervan
A fascinating collection of real-life marketing triumphs and disasters from experienced
marketer Paul Dervan who has worked for large brands, start-ups, and global tech
companies, this new book is the ultimate insider’s guide to being a better marketer.
Run with Foxes will appeal to all marketing professionals, academics and enthusiasts as
well as those interested in social psychology, behavioural science and buying behaviour. It
will appeal to all marketing professionals, academics and enthusiasts and those interested in
social psychology, behavioural science and buying behaviour.
Author Paul Dervan discusses ‘marketing effectiveness’, which is deemed to be the
next big area in marketing and includes advice from some of the world’s most
respected marketing gurus.
ISBN: 9780857197726, Paperback, RRP: £14.99, Publication Date: 7 April 2020
Rights: Simplified Chinese rights sold. All other rights available.

RIPPLE

The big effects of small behaviour changes in business
By Jez Groom and April Vellacott
An inspirational, accessible and practical guide to applying behavioural science in business.
Ripple provides a toolkit to help implement small behaviour changes that will have widereaching effects in the real world. Through storytelling and practical tips, Ripple will leave
readers inspired and eager to start applying behavioural science to improve the their work in
practice. It will help any global organisation solve customer and employee focussed business
problems using behavioural science insights and theory.
Packed with unique and exclusive case studies developed and executed by behavioural
science expert Jez Groom and his consultancy team who have worked with some of the
world’s biggest companies including Amazon, Nestlé and Aegon.
Ripple shows readers how small behavioural nudges can have sustained ripple effects
on an entire business and will have a wide appeal to business leaders, strategists and
consultants (across sectors finance, health, travel, retail, organisations, FMCG and
charities) behavioural science practitioners, academics and enthusiasts.
ISBN: 9780857197535, Paperback, RRP: £14.99, Publication Date: 31 March 2020
Rights: Korean and Simplified Chinese rights sold. All other rights available.

THE EQUITY EDGE

A complete guide to building wealth through the stock market
By Mark Jeavons
A practical, no-nonsense guide to successfully investing in company shares, building and
managing a portfolio with the aim of achieving investment returns that are better than the
market average, while protecting wealth from risk.
Answering many of the practical questions investors have when investing, The Equity Edge
shows the reader how to select the very best companies to invest in and the practical steps of
the selection process. It provides strategies to determine when to buy and sell investments to
ensure your portfolio can survive and prosper in all market conditions and will appeal to active
individual investors interested in taking responsibility for their own investment portfolio.
Author Mark Jeavons has successfully applied his quantitative skills and decades of
investment experience to build a portfolio that provides significant income and growth,
making him a self-made millionaire.
ISBN: 9780857197986, Paperback, RRP: £24.99, Publication Date: 24 March 2020
All rights available.

THE BEHAVIOUR BUSINESS
How to apply behavioural science for business success
By Richard Chataway
How behavioural science has revolutionised our understanding of how people really think (or
don’t) and how those insights can be used to influence behaviour and gain competitive
advantage.
The Behaviour Business guides readers through the hidden influences, biases and
fallacies that influence the behaviour of customers, employees, and business leaders.
Richard Chataway delivers a refreshing think piece packed with theory, history and
innovative case studies that shows readers how to use behavioural science insight to
significantly help change their organisations. It contains insights from leading thinkers and
practitioners in behavioural science, sharing real-world examples.
Author and leading behavioural science guru Richard Chataway has worked in senior
strategic roles for government in Australia and the UK and for the largest advertising
agency groups. The Behaviour Business is an essential read for business leaders,
strategists and consultants in marketing, communications and customer engagement.
It will also appeal to behavioural science practitioners, academics.
ISBN: 9780857197344, Paperback, RRP: £14.99, Publication Date: 18 February 2020
Rights: Complex Chinese and Korean rights sold. All other rights available.

7 MISTAKES EVERY INVESTOR MAKES AND HOW TO
AVOID THEM
A manifesto for smarter investing
By Joachim Klement
Joachim Klement calls upon years of experience and scientific research to deliver expert
insight into the most common mistakes made by investors. Packed with practical advice on
how to overcome and eliminate these seven mistakes, readers will learn how to create a
manifesto for successful investing.
For each mistake, Klement shows techniques that professional and private investors can
easily apply on their own to improve their performance.
A must-have guide for every investor, packed with wisdom, 7 Mistakes Every investor
Makes challenges the common “best practice” mistakes that both professional and
private investors make and provides tools and techniques developed, refined and
successfully implemented by the author over many years in the finance industry, to
help avoid and mitigate such mistakes.
ISBN: 9780857197702, Paperback, RRP: £24.99 Publication Date: 4 February 2020
Rights: Complex Chinese, Korean and Vietnamese rights sold. All other rights
available.

COMPANY VALUATION UNDER IFRS 3RD EDITION
Interpreting and forecasting accounts using International Financial Reporting Standard
By Nick Antill, Kenneth Lee and Deborah Taylor
Revised and updated third edition addressing the implications for analysis, modelling and
valuation of key aspects of International Financial Reporting Standards, all updated for
recent developments.
International Financial Reporting Standards (usually called IFRS) are accounting standards
issued by the IFRS Foundation and the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) to
provide a common global language for business affairs so that company accounts are
understandable and comparable across international boundaries. The influence of IFRS on
accounting across the world is stronger than ever. The book addresses the implications for
analysis, modelling and valuation of key aspects of IFRS.
Written by practitioners for practitioners, the book addresses valuation from the
viewpoint of the analyst, the investor and the corporate acquirer.
ISBN: 9780857197764, Hardback, RRP: £50.00, Publication Date: 14 January 2020
All rights available.

SYNDICATED LENDING 7TH EDITION
Practice and Documentation
By Mark Campbell and Christopher Weaver
This new seventh edition includes new supplements dealing with:
•
•
•
•

regional syndicated loan markets
growing regulatory framework
the influence of Brexit on the market
the challenges thrown up by the transition from LIBOR-based pricing to the proposed
risk-free rate environment.

With practical explanations, reflecting practices developed by the LMA, from borrowers,
bankers and investors, this book offers insight from industry professionals with decades of
experience and detailed examples of pricing methodology. There is up-to-date discussion of
documentary issues, including annotated term sheets and loan documents.
A fully revised, updated and expanded edition of the industry standard text takes the
reader through the complete life cycle of a syndicated loan. The essential guide to the
commercial and documentary aspects of syndicated lending.
ISBN: 9780857196828, Hardback, RRP: £175.00, Publication Date: 3 December 2019
All rights available.

Recently from Harriman House
THE DEALS OF WARREN BUFFETT
Volume 2: The Making of a Billionaire
By Glen Arnold

Detailed analysis of the deals of world's greatest investor, Warren Buffett. In this second volume
in a series of four, the story continues with author Glen Arnold tracing Buffett’s journey to his first
$1bn. This new book follows Buffett’s investment deals over two more decades as he becomes
a billionaire and covers the most exhilarating period of Buffett’s career- in this period Berkshire
Hathaway shares jumped 29-fold.
Glen Arnold is the author of 12 books including the bestseller The Financial Times Guide to
Investing. Volume 1 was featured on Bloomberg Radio, in MoneyWeek, MarketWatch and
Market Wrap.
Volume 1 rights were sold for simplified Chinese, Indian (English Language reprint)
Japanese, Korean, Thai and Vietnamese editions of the book.
ISBN: 9780857196477, Hardback, RRP: £25.00, Publication Date: 18 November 2019
Rights: Simplified Chinese, Vietnamese and Indian Subcontinent (English language
reprint) rights sold. All other rights available.

TRADING SYSTEMS - SECOND EDITION
A new approach to system development and portfolio optimisation
By Urban Jackle and Emilio Tomasini
Completely revised and updated second edition, with new AmiBroker codes and new
complete portfolio tests.
A practical guide to trading systems development and evaluation, written by two renowned
trading systems experts. This new edition explains how you can build a winning trading
system with insight into what a trader should know and do in order to achieve success in the
markets. It shows how to adapt existing codes to the current market conditions, how to build a
portfolio, and how to know when the moment has come to stop one system and use another
one.
ISBN: 9780857197559, Paperback, RRP: £39.99, Publication Date: 17 December 2019
Rights: Italian rights sold. All other rights available.

LEVERAGED TRADING

A professional approach to trading FX, stocks on margin, CFDs, spread bets and futures
for all traders
By Robert Carver
Leverage has levelled the playing field for smaller investors but it has made trading riskier. With
the right broker and just a few hundred pounds, anyone can become a leveraged trader. The
products and tools needed are accessible to all, but this comes with great risks. Losses and
costs – the two great killers for traders – are magnified. Leveraged Trading is a comprehensive
and accessible introduction to using the correct amount of leverage and helping you trade
safely.
Written by a highly experienced trader with a strong online following. Japanese and
Vietnamese rights sold for Carver’s previous books: Systematic Trading (ISBN:
9780857194459) and Smart Portfolios (ISBN: 9780857195319)
ISBN: 9780857197214, Hardback, RRP: £30.00, Publication Date: 29 October 2019
All rights available.

Recently from Harriman House
RETURN OF THE ACTIVE MANAGER

How to apply behavioral finance to renew and improve investment management
By C.Thomas Howard and Jason Apollo Voss
Written by high profile behavioural finance experts and practitioners Howard and Voss, this
book shows a completely new way ahead for investment management, providing a set of tools
and actionable advice.
Emotional behaviour and biases run throughout financial markets. This is the diagnosis of behavioral
finance. This indispensable new book provides a set of tools for investment professionals to
overcome and take advantage of behavioral biases. The argument over passive versus active
management is one of the hottest and most controversial topics in the financial services industry right
now making the book highly topical and guaranteeing press interest.
ISBN: 9780857197634, Hardback, RRP: £35.00, Publication Date: 29 October 2019
Rights: Simplified Chinese rights sold. All other rights available.

ONLY THE BEST WILL DO

The compelling case for investing in quality growth businesses
By Peter Seilern
Distilling everything he has learned from a lifetime in the financial markets, cult fund manager
Peter Seilern shows how to select the elite shares that belong in a quality growth investor’s
portfolio.
Peter Seilern, described as “The best-performing fund manager you've never heard of” reveals
everything you need to know to practise the art of quality growth investing: finding the companies that
can reliably deliver steady and strong growth for the long term. Distilling everything he has learned
from a lifetime in the financial markets, Seilern shows how to narrow down from tens of thousands of
listed stocks to the select elite that belong in a quality growth investor’s portfolio. Includes a foreword
by Jonathan Davis- one of the UK’s leading commentators on stock market investment.
ISBN: 9780857197955, Hardback, RRP: £24.99 Publication Date: 14 October 2019
Rights: Korean rights sold. All other rights available.

DERIVATIVES IN A DAY

Everything you need to master the mathematics powering derivatives
By Stewart Cowley
In this accessible book veteran fund manager Stewart Cowley explains, with his trademark wit
and clarity, what derivatives are and how you can use them to alter the characteristics of and
protect an investment portfolio.
The derivatives market is enormous - standing at over $500 trillion globally. Warren Buffett called
them "financial weapons of mass destruction". They nearly brought about the collapse of the Western
financial system in 2008. They are opaque and often misunderstood. Supported by simple
spreadsheet examples, Derivatives in a Day is perfect for anyone who wants to quickly get a practical
grasp of this colossal financial market.
ISBN: 9780857196378, Hardback, RRP: £24.99, Publication Date: 30 September 2019
All rights available.

7 FINANCIAL MODELS MODELS FOR ANALYSTS, INVESTORS
AND FINANCE PROFESSIONALS
Theory and practical tools to help investors analyse businesses using Excel
By Paul Lower
A new, concise guide from a financial modelling expert with step-by-step instructions for
seven spreadsheet models that will help you to gain a better understanding of the financial
data coming out of a business.
Financial models in Excel allow finance professionals to take the laborious number crunching out of
analysis and forecasting. This book includes downloadable spreadsheets of the author’s original
Excel models and introductory chapters about best practice. With this suite of seven tools, a financial
analyst will be able to achieve a deep understanding of a business and its financial data.
ISBN: 9780857195739, Hardback, RRP: £45.00, Publication Date: 17 June 2019
Rights: Simplified Chinese rights sold. All other rights available.

CREATIVE BLINDNESS (AND HOW TO CURE IT)
Real-life stories of remarkable creative vision
By Dave Trott
Creativity is all around us. Not in art galleries. But on the train, at work, in the street outside, and in
schools, hospitals and restaurants. Creative vision exists wherever people are. In this entertaining
collection of real-life stories, Dave Trott applies his crystal clear lens to define what genuine creative
vision looks like. It is problem solving, clarity of thought, seeing what others do not see, and removing
complexity to make things as simple as you can. The timeless lessons revealed here can be applied in
advertising, business and throughout everyday life. By seeing things differently, you can think differently,
and change the world around you.
Dave Trott is a legend in the advertising industry, this new book has a broad appeal to any
creative sectors and markets.
ISBN: 9780857197306, Paperback RRP: £14.99, Publication Date: 4 February 2019
Rights: Hungarian, Thai, Turkish and Vietnamese rights sold. All other rights available.

WAY OF THE TRADER

A complete guide to the art of financial trading
By Ian Murphy
A fresh perspective on a mysterious art- trading the financial markets. Over 15 compelling chapters,
author Ian Murphy unpacks the world of a private trader, providing a wealth of practical tools for those
wishing to make a living from the markets. Featuring a foreword by Dr. Alexander Elder, the highly
respected, multi-bestselling author of classic trading books such as Come into My Trading Room, Dr.
Elder describes Way of the Trader as "the liveliest book on trading I have read in several decades”
Perfect for beginners AND experienced traders because of the depth of the content matched
with a witty and accessible style.
ISBN: 9780857196989, Hardback, RRP: £30.00, Publication Date: 15 April 2019
Rights: Simplified and complex Chinese, Indian Subcontinent (English language reprint) rights
sold. All other rights available.

ADVANCED BRAND MANAGEMENT- 3RD EDITION
Building and activating a powerful brand strategy
By Dr. Paul Temporal

A fully revised and updated third edition of the classic bestseller by Temporal, a leading global expert on
brand creation, development and management, with over 30 years' experience in consulting and
training. In this new book, all chapters have been updated and a completely new chapter is included on
the growth of the digital world and the use of the Internet. Temporal has worked with leading companies
and governments including United Arab Emirates, Governments of Brunei, Canada, China, Dubai, Hong
Kong, Indonesia, Malaysia, Oman, New Zealand, Singapore, and Thailand, The World Bank, European
Union (EU) His corporate clients include Coca-Cola, Carlsberg, Credit Suisse, Microsoft, BP, Carlsberg,
Unilever and more.
A must-read for those interested in branding, sales and marketing.
ISBN: 9780857195890, Hardback RRP: £35.00, Publication Date: 25 February 2019
Rights: Simplified Chinese sold. All other rights available.

THE CRYPTO TRADER

How anyone can make money trading Bitcoin & other cryptocurrencies
By Glen Goodman
The real-life trades and strategies of a successful cryptocurrency trader. Former TV News reporter Glen
Goodman's goal was to retire young and wealthy, escaping the daily grind. He taught himself how to
trade everything from shares to Bitcoin and made enough money to realise his dream and quit his day
job while still in his 30s. Glen publicly called the top of the market in December 2017 and took his profits
before the crash. In The Crypto Trader Goodman reveals all his trading strategies, the proven methods
and rules that make him one of the most followed traders in the world.
Author Glen Goodman has over 250,000 followers on Facebook as The Shares Guy.
ISBN: 9780857197177, Paperback, RRP: £18.99, Publication Date: 20 May 2019
All rights available.

YOUR FIRST 365 DAYS IN REAL ESTATE
How to build a successful real estate business (starting with nothing)
By Shelley Zavitz
A new and unique how-to manual for all rookie real estate agents, with all the wit and
anecdotes you’d expect from an award-winning comedic radio writer turned successful real
estate broker.
An indispensable book for all new real estate agents, guiding them, step-by-step, through their first
year, to build a real estate business. The book is the first of its kind, specifically focused on creating
a profitable real estate business even if you're starting from nothing- no funds and no network. An
honest and practical insider’s guide, the book contains tools, spreadsheets and trackers that agents
can implement from their first day on the job.
ISBN: 9780857197603, Paperback, RRP: £14.99, Publication Date: 3 June 2019
All rights available.
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The unconventional early retirement plan for midlife careerists who want to be happy
By David Sawyer
Have you lost touch with who you are? Are you drowning in a sea of responsibilities and twice-daily
lattes? This new self-help manual offers midlife professionals a way out - without quitting their jobs,
without leaving their partners. Taking no more time than they spend every day glued to their
phones. A one-year plan, inspired by the increasingly popular FIRE (Financial Independence, Retire
Early) lifestyle movement. RESET has global appeal as the FIRE movement gains popularity
amongst millennials, gaining traction through online communities via information shared in blogs,
podcasts and discussion forums.
RESET was the top-selling personal finance book on Amazon for the first three months after
publication and sold over 3000 copies its first year.
ISBN: 9781916412415, Paperback, RRP: £9.99, Publication Date: 18 August 2018
Rights: Korean rights sold. All other rights available.

THE MESSY MARKETPLACE
Selling Your Business in a World of Imperfect Buyers
By Brent Beshore
The marketplace for small and midsize businesses is messy. Having peeked behind the curtain at
over 10,000 companies, this practical and comprehensive book aims to demystify the buyers, the
process, and the inevitably emotional journey that is selling a company. The Messy Marketplace
looks at transacting from a seller’s point of view and help sellers, the families of sellers, sellers’
advisors, and company leadership to understand the market for smaller companies, allowing them
to make better decisions and create better outcomes.
ISBN: 9780998030005, Hardback, RRP: $34.95 Publication Date: 3 December 2018
Rights: US/Canadian rights unavailable. All other rights available

ORGANIZATIONAL ALPHA
How to add value in institutional asset management
By Ben Carlson
A manual that will provide institutional investors with the tools they need to find success in the
markets and as organizations. The book shows investors, board members, trustees, consultants
and beneficiaries how the concept of organizational alpha can help them recognize the importance
of goals-based investing, know the difference between a governing and managing fiduciary, define
their overarching investment philosophy, make sense of the group dynamic at play when making
decisions-by-committee, improve their due diligence and decision-making processes, choose the
right consultant or advisor to help oversee their assets, understand the alternative investment
landscape, appreciate the differences between foundations, endowments and pensions, document
their investment process to cut down on unnecessary mistakes and more.
ISBN: 9781541043671, Paperback, RRP: $11.95, Publication Date: 2 February 2017
Rights: US/Canadian rights unavailable. All other rights available.

INITIAL PUBLIC OFFERINGS
SECOND EDITION
The mechanics and performance of IPOs
By Arif Khurshed
A fully revised and updated second edition of the essential guide that tells you everything
you want to know about IPOs in the UK.
An initial public offering (IPO) - the occasion when a firm's shares are issued to the public for the
first time - is one of the most exciting events in the life of a company, providing new opportunities
for the business, its managers and for investors. IPOs attract a lot of attention from stock market
researchers, academics and investors seeking to understand more about how they work and how
the shares of IPO companies perform once they are listed. In this second edition, Khurshed delves
into the history of IPOs on the London Stock Exchange, explains the mechanics of how IPOs are
arranged and how they are priced, and provides an analysis - with detailed but lucid reference to
past academic studies - of how the shares of IPO companies perform in the short and long term.
ISBN: 9780857196880, Paperback, RRP: £29.99, Publication Date: 18 February 2019
All rights available.

DEEP VALUE INVESTING
UPDATED ANDS EXPANDED SECOND EDITION
Finding bargain shares with BIG potential
By Jeroen Bos

UPDATED & EXTENDED EDITION with a brand-new foreword by Moneyweek’s Merryn
Somerset Webb.
An incredibly candid and revealing guide to the secrets of deep value investment. Written by an
investor with a long and remarkable track record, it shares for the first time the ins and outs of
finding high-potential undervalued stocks before anyone else. Deep Value Investing means finding
companies that are genuine bargains that can pay back phenomenally over the long term. They are
firms so cheap that even if they were to close tomorrow their assets would pay you out at a profit.
But if they can turn things around, the rewards will be many times greater.
ISBN: 9780857196613, Paperback, RRP: £29.99, Publication Date: 15 January 2018
Rights: Japanese rights sold. All other rights available.

HARRIMAN'S NEW BOOK OF INVESTING RULES
The do’s and don’ts of the world’s best investors
By Christopher Parker

Every investor needs an edge. Where better to look than the rules of the world's best investors?
The legendary Harriman Book of Investing Rules is back with a massive, all-new volume - packed
with hundreds of pages of compelling content, bringing you the arguments of the very best investing
minds around the globe in one book.
These are the do's and don'ts that have driven profits in the billions. They are the practical precepts
of many of the best investors in the UK and the US and further afield - the wisdom of the money
manager who outperformed the market by staggering percentages for three decades in a row, of
the private investor who once trained the professionals in the City, of the ex-hedge fund manager
who now advocates the simplest investing system in the world.
ISBN: 9780857196842, Paperback, RRP: £19.99, Publication Date: 30 November 2017
Rights: Simplified Chinese rights sold. All other rights available.

A BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO VALUE INVESTING
By Clem Chambers
The stock market is not only for the rich or those intent on gambling. Value investing is how Warren
Buffet became the richest man in the world. A method of investing in the stock market without taking
crazy risks, this book will help you build your fortune, no matter the economic climate.
Chambers explains how value investing works in seven, easy-to-digest chapters. Perfect for novice
investors, the book clearly explains how to choose the best stocks and how - thanks to the Internet it’s now possible to access trading tools that would have once cost thousands of pounds, completely
free. With advice on how to monitor your stocks and when to sell, the author gives special rules for
weeding out bad companies that appear good on the surface. This book is the perfect way to
ensure you ‘get rich slow’ with minimal stress.
ISBN: 9781908756206, Paperback, RRP: £2.99, Publication Date: 19 June 2013
All rights available.

TRADE FINANCIAL MARKETS LIKE THE PROS
By Simon Watkins

Strategies to become one of the winners in the financial markets, exploiting the factors in global
markets that allow you to make profits in a risk/reward efficient manner.
Fully illustrated with detailed charts, Trade Financial Markets Like The Pros covers how to balance
risk against reward, how to search out correlations between asset classes that offer trading
opportunities, and the major factors that could continue to twist financial markets into wildly
contradictory modes. It also gives a refresher course in technical analysis and the full range of
hedging techniques, including options, to offset possible losses. Whether you are an experienced
trader or just starting out, the information in this book offers you strategies to become one of the
winners in the financial markets, and to avoid risking catastrophic losses.
ISBN: 9781908756848, Paperback, RRP: £9.99, Publication Date: 16 November 2016
All rights available.

THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO SUCCESSFUL FINANCIAL
MARKETS TRADING
By Simon Watkins
A step-by-step guide to trading the financial markets successfully and profitably, for those
who are experienced traders or just starting out.
Many people still regard trading the financial markets as a complicated and risky business, but
neither of these assumptions are correct. If you know what you are doing and stick to the very basic
rules of dealing then there is no reason at all why you cannot make life-changing amounts of money
for as long as you keep trading. This book will guide you through all aspects of trading all major
asset classes. Whether you are an experienced trader or just starting out, The Complete Guide To
Successful Financial Markets Trading offers you strategies to become one of the winners in the
financial markets.
ISBN: 9781908756909, Paperback, RRP: £12.99, Publication Date: 1 October 2017
All rights available.

EXTRAORDINARY POPULAR DELUSIONS AND THE MADNESS
OF CROWDS (HARRIMAN DEFINITIVE EDITION)
The classic guide to crowd psychology, financial folly and surprising superstition
By Charles Mackay, Foreword by Russell Napier

First published in 1841, this book is often cited as the best ever written about market and
behavioural psychology and never been out of print since its release. This new Harriman edition
features a foreword from Professor Russell Napier, author of Anatomy of the Bear. Napier has
worked in the investment business for 25 years and been writing global macro strategy for
institutional investors since 1995. He asks what the reader might also be curious about; how is a
book written 180 years ago going to help improve my decision making in the current market?
An essential long-term addition to the portfolio of every investor and trader.
ISBN: 9780857197429, Hardback RRP: £29.99, Publication Date: 3 December 2018
All rights available.

THE BEHAVIORAL INVESTOR
By Daniel Crosby
From the New York Times bestselling author of the book named the best investment
book of 2017 comes The Behavioral Investor, an applied look at how psychology ought
to inform the art and science of investment management.
Psychologist and asset manager Dr. Daniel Crosby examines the sociological, neurological
and psychological factors that influence our investment decisions and sets forth practical
solutions for improving both returns and behaviour. Readers will be treated to the most
comprehensive examination of investor behaviour to date and will leave with concrete
solutions for refining decision-making processes, increasing self-awareness and constraining
the fatal flaws to which most investors are prone.
ISBN: 9780857196866, Hardback RRP: £25.00, Publication Date: 16 October 2018
Rights: Simplified and complex Chinese, Dutch, Indian Subcontinent (English language
reprint) Japanese and Korean rights sold. All other rights available.

YOUR COMPLETE GUIDE TO A SUCCESSFUL AND
SECURE RETIREMENT
By Larry Swedroe and Kevin Grogan
Your definitive resource as you prepare for a secure and comfortable retirement. Investment
and personal finance experts Swedroe and Grogan present uniquely comprehensive coverage
of every important aspect you need to think about as you approach retirement, including:
Social Security, Medicare, investment planning strategy, portfolio maintenance, preparing your
heirs, retirement issues faced by women, the threat of elder financial abuse, going beyond
financials to think about your happiness, and much more. Topics are explained with the help of
specialists in each subject. And everything is based on the “science of investing” – evidenced
with studies from peer-reviewed journals.
From high profile international financial expert and author.
ISBN: 9780857197320, Hardback RRP: £19.99, Publication Date: 7 January 2019
All rights available.

HOW TO THINK ABOUT MONEY
NEW INTERNATIONAL EDITION
Make smarter financial choices and squeeze more happiness out of your cash
By Jonathan Clements
A new international edition of the cult smash in the US. How to Think About Money is
the ultimate smart thinking book for those who want a more prosperous and less
stressful financial life.
There are those who think the goal of investing is to beat the market and amass as much
wealth as possible, that street smarts and hard work ensure investment success, and that the
road to happiness is paved with more of everything. And then there are those who get it. Want
a richer, calmer financial life? Jonathan Clements, longtime personal finance columnist for the
Wall Street Journal, is here to help. His goal: to provide readers with a coherent way to think
about their finances, so they worry less about money, make smarter financial choices and
squeeze more happiness out of the cash they have.
ISBN: 9780857196965, Paperback RRP: £12.99, Publication Date: 8 October 2018
Rights: Complex Chinese, Korean and Vietnamese rights sold. All other rights available.

THE ULTIMATE ETF GUIDEBOOK
A Comprehensive Guide to the World of ETFs
Including the Latest Innovations and Ideas for ETF Portfolios
By David Stevenson and David Tuckwell
Exchange Traded Funds have revolutionised investing. Thanks to ETFs, investors now have
the world at their fingertips and can invest in everything, from commodities to countries to
currencies. But are investors using these funds effectively? And where do ETFs go from here?
The book starts with an overview of the current wonderful world of ETFs, including an analysis
of how the industry is changing for both providers and investors. Then, in a series of essays, it
covers recent key developments, including: smart beta ETFs, which are preaching the gospel
of factor investing, fixed income ETFs, which are making bond markets available to everyone,
environmental and social governance funds, which try to humanise investing, and roboadvisors, which use ETFs to automate portfolio construction.
For private investors and those in the financial services industry worldwide.
ISBN: 9780857197269, Hardback RRP: £30.00, Publication Date: 25 February 2019
All rights available.

THE ART OF THE CLICK
How to Harness the Power of Direct-Response Copywriting and Make More Sales
By Glenn Fisher
Every business making sales online is engaged in a battle to get customers to click. More clicks
equals more sales equals a more successful business. How do you write copy that will
encourage more people to buy from you? How do you persuade customers over the line to
make that final buying decision? What is The Art of the Click? The answer lies in the power of
direct-response copywriting. In this entertaining and highly readable guide, copywriting expert
Glenn Fisher boils down over a decade of experience to present a huge array of techniques,
tactics and industry secrets to improve your copywriting, get more clicks...and ultimately, get
more sales.
With a broad appeal to anyone in the sales and marketing sector.
ISBN: 9780857196941, Paperback RRP: £14.99, Publication Date: 1 October 2018
Rights: Simplified Chinese rights sold. All other rights available.

THE CHOICE FACTORY
25 behavioural biases that influence what we buy
By Richard Shotton
The new advertising essential, with combined sales of over 27,0000 copies since
publication. Shotton is an active and regular speaker at industry events worldwide and
has almost 24,000 Twitter followers The book has a broad appeal to anyone in
marketing, advertising or sales in almost any market and sector. It has been a top 10
Advertising bestseller on Amazon since its release and won the Sales and Marketing
Book of the year category at the 2019 Business Book Awards.
Before you can influence decisions, you need to understand what drives them. In The Choice
Factory, Shotton sets out to help you learn. By observing a typical day of decision-making,
from trivial food choices to significant work-place moves, he investigates how our behaviour is
shaped by psychological shortcuts. With a clear focus on the marketing potential of knowing
what makes us tick, Shotton has drawn on evidence from academia, real-life ad campaigns
and his own original research.The Choice Factory is written in an entertaining and highlyaccessible format, with 25 short chapters, each addressing a cognitive bias and outlining
simple ways to apply it to your own marketing challenges. Shotton adds insights from new
interviews with some of the smartest thinkers in advertising.
ISBN: 9780857196095, Paperback RRP: £14.99, Publication Date: 12 February 2018
Rights: Simplified and complex Chinese, Czech, Korean, Russian, Turkish, Vietnamese
rights sold. All other rights available.

UNSEXY BUSINESS
How 12 Entrepreneurs in ordinary businesses achieved extraordinary success and how you can
too
By Jamie Waller
In this revealing new book Jamie Waller, entrepreneur and self-made multimillionaire, shows how
you don’t need to come up with some amazing new invention or app, or raise millions, to be a
business success. What you need is hard work and determination. And you need to be looking for
a business idea that is pretty unsexy if you really want to make it big. We’re talking about
businesses that collect debts, sell sofas or ship goods – real, solid businesses that you probably
use all the time. They won’t grab the headlines, but they can make you very, very rich. And that’s
what makes unsexy so attractive. These are ordinary businesses made extraordinary by the people
behind them and their commitment to taking their businesses to the top.
Waller has spoken to 11 amazing entrepreneurs who have created just this type of business and in
face-to-face interviews he uncovers the secrets to their successes and gets firsthand accounts of
their compelling, and sometimes dramatic, business stories. Waller tells his own inspirational story,
of how he took his debt collection business from nothing to £33 million, facing stabbings and
having a gun pointed at him along the way.
ISBN: 9780857197139, Paperback RRP: £14.99, Publication Date: 12 September 2018
Rights: Korean rights sold. All other rights available.

THE ETERNAL BUSINESS
How to transition a business for the employee ownership revolution
By Chris Budd
Employee ownership is the new and better way of preserving an entrepreneur’s achievement in
creating and running a business. Done the right way, it can release value, preserve their legacy and
pass on control without employees having to raise finance. Financial expert, podcaster and author
Chris Budd recently sold his own business to its employees through this way.
The movement for employee ownership is global - and interest in this alternative succession route
is growing fast. Employee ownership is about more than the ownership, however. It is about
creating sustainable businesses. A focus on long-term sustainable profits; happy customers; happy
employees. The Eternal Business lays out a system for a business - and its employees - to
transition to employee ownership. It provides a model and pathway to follow so that the business
continues - maybe forever!
ISBN: 9780857197191, Paperback RRP: £19.99, Publication Date: 10 September 2018
All rights available.

THE MEANINGFUL MONEY HANDBOOK
Everything you need to KNOW and everything you need to DO to secure your financial future
By Pete Matthew
Personal finance expert and podcaster Pete Matthew provides a guide to everything anyone needs
to do to build a secure financial future for themselves and their family, including:
• How to get out of debt as quickly as possible.
• Techniques for good financial control - to avoid getting into debt again.
• The importance of insurance for laying down a foundation on which to build a solid financial plan,
which isn’t washed away by an unexpected disaster.
• How to save and invest simply and efficiently to achieve future financial freedom.
With almost 140 5* reviews on Amazon, The Meaningful Money Handbook is a practical
guide to succeeding with money and is applicable to all markets and countries.
ISBN: 9780857196514, Paperback RRP: £12.99, Publication Date: 17 September 2018
Rights: Simplified Chinese rights sold. All other rights available.

ENGINES THAT MOVE MARKETS
Technology Investing from Railroads to the Internet and Beyond
Fully revised and updated 2nd edition
By Alasdair Nairn
Find the most lucrative markets of the future By looking to the past. Some of the biggest
technological innovations in the world have followed similar market and social patterns - scepticism
is replaced By enthusiasm; venture capital is supplied; many companies are started and their stocks
rise. But as the technology is developed and financial reality sets in, companies disappear, stocks
collapse, and naive investors lose money. Through exhaustive research, Alasdair Nairn captures
this pattern and examines the impact that some of the greatest technological inventions of the past
200 years have had on financial markets and investors' fortunes. Each chapter explores a different
technological innovation, and provides valuable insights on how to apply these lessons to appraise
the 'new technology' companies of the future.
An essential update of this critically acclaimed work.
ISBN: 9780857195999, Hardback RRP: £49.99, Publication Date: 20 August 2018
All rights available.

THE BEST INVESTMENT WRITING VOLUME 2
Selected writing from leading investors and authors
Edited by Meb Faber
The Best Investment Writing is back for a second year, with 41 hand-selected articles. These are
the best recent pieces of investment writing from some of the most respected money managers and
investment researchers in the world. It includes valuable insights into:
• Why $1 trillion will flow into Chinese stock markets
• How share buybacks are good for dividend yields and per share growth
• The truth about cryptocurrencies
• Why it's a myth that bonds lose value if rates rise
• The four pillars of retirement income and so much more!
With articles from high profile names including: Aswath Damodaran, Elroy Damson, Morgan
Housel, Barry Ritholz and many more.
ISBN: 9780857196736, Hardback RRP: £24.99, Publication Date: 13 August 2018
All rights available.

SHARES MADE SIMPLE, 3RD EDITION
REVISED AND UPDATED EDITION OF THE NO. 1 BOOK ABOUT THE STOCK MARKET
By Rodney Hobson
For the past ten years, Shares Made Simple has been the top choice of readers who want to
know more about the stock market.
A fully revised third edition of this bestsellling book which tears away the mystique and jargon that
surrounds the stock market. Written by highly respected financial journalist Rodney Hobson, it takes
you step-by-step through the most basic concepts of stock market investing, carefully explaining
issues such as:
• What shares are and how they are bought and sold
• Why share prices go up and down
• Why some companies' shares look cheap while others appear to be expensive
• The hidden traps for the unwary.
ISBN: 9780857197092, Paperback RRP: £14.99, Publication Date: 9 July 2018
Rights: Vietnamese rights sold. All other rights available.

THE GEOMETRY OF WEALTH
How to shape a life of money and meaning
By Brian Portnoy
How does money figure into a happy life? Behavioral finance expert Brian Portnoy delivers an
inspired answer, building on the critical distinction between being rich and being wealthy. While
one is an unsatisfying treadmill, the other is the ability to underwrite a meaningful life, however
one chooses to define that. Truly viewed, wealth is funded contentment.
At the heart of this groundbreaking perspective, Portnoy takes readers on a journey toward
wealth, informed By disciplines ranging from ancient history to modern neuroscience. He
contends that tackling the big questions about a joyful life and tending to financial decisions are
complementary, not separate, tasks. In this accessible and entertaining book, Portnoy reveals
that true wealth is achievable for many - including those who despair it is out of reach - but only
in the context of a life in which purpose and practice are thoughtfully calibrated.
A book with broad cross market appeal, Brian Portnoy is also an active and regular
speaker at finance events in the US.
ISBN: 9780857196712, Paperback RRP: £19.99, Publication Date: 11 June 2018
Rights: Simplified Chinese, complex Chinese and Korean rights sold. All other rights
available.

ICHIMOKU CHARTS - UPDATED & REVISED 2ND EDITION
An Introduction to Ichimoku Kinko Clouds
By Nicole Elliott
An updated and revised second edition of the first title to bring the world of Japanese candlestick
charting to English-speaking traders.
In the ten years since the first edition of this book was published, Ichimoku charting, or Cloud
charting, has gone from the sole preserve of Japanese traders to being used by traders
worldwide. This widespread adoption of the technique can be traced at least in part to this book,
since it was the first to introduce the technique to the world outside Japan. Candlestick charts
play an important role in technical analysis worldwide.
This book covers the history of candlestick charts and explains in detail how to construct Cloud
charts and how to interpret them. Brand new to this second edition are the author’s thoughts
from a further decade of using the technique and new trading examples.
ISBN: 9780857196088, Paperback RRP: £29.99, Publication Date: 21 May 2018
Rights: Vietnamese rights sold. All other rights available.

BONDS IN A DAY
Everything you need to master the mathematics that drives bonds
By Stewart Cowley
The bond markets can be a bewildering place - the words, the concepts and the mathematics
can be mind-bogglingly confusing even to seasoned professionals. In this step-by-step guide,
Stewart Cowley - one of the UK's best-known bond managers - takes investors through the
basics they need to know to begin understanding bonds.
An essential guide for finance professionals written by a renowned expert and trainer.
ISBN: 9780857196354, Paperback RRP: £14.99, Publication Date: 8 May 2018
All rights available.

PORTFOLIO CONSTRUCTION FOR TODAY’S MARKETS
A practitioner's guide to the essentials of asset allocation
By Russ Koesterich
For most of the past 50 years the simplest asset allocation solution was often the best. A
balanced portfolio of stocks and bonds provided the investor with good returns. Unfortunately,
this approach is not likely to work as well in the future. Interest rates are close to historic lows,
equity valuations and bond prices appear stretched, and global economic growth has slowed.
Investors need a new asset allocation solution. Portfolio Manager and investment expert Russ
Koesterich addresses this problem by describing the step-by-step approach to building a
portfolio consistent with investor goals and suited to today’s market environment.
For investors and advisors constructing portfolio in today's markets, this book is an
indispensable new guide.
ISBN: 9780857196293, Hardback RRP: £30.00, Publication Date: 27 April 2018
All rights available.

THE WARREN BUFFETT SHAREHOLDER
Stories from inside the Berkshire Hathaway Annual Meeting
By Lawrence Cunningham & Stephanie Cuba
In this engaging collection of stories, 43 veterans of the Berkshire Hathaway Annual
Shareholders Meeting explain why throngs attend year after year. Beyond the famous Q&A
with Warren Buffett and Charlie Munger, these experts reveal the Berkshire Meeting as a
community gathering of fun, fellowship and learning.
Complied and edited by Lawrence Cunningham, renowned Buffett expert and author of
The Essays of Warren Buffett.
ISBN: 9780857197009, Paperback RRP: £24.99, Publication Date: 20 April 2018
Rights: Simplified Chinese, Brazilian and Vietnamese rights sold. All other rights
available.

UNIVERSITY OF BERKSHIRE HATHAWAY
30 Years of Lessons Learned from Warren Buffett & Charlie Munger
By Daniel Pecaut and Corey Wrenn
The bestselling Buffett title on amazon.com with over 490 positive reviews.
A remarkable retelling of the lessons, wisdom, and investment strategies handed down
personally from Warren Buffett and Charlie Munger to shareholders during 30 years of their
closed-door annual meetings. From this front row seat, you'll see one of the greatest wealthbuilding records in history unfold, year-by-year. If you're looking for an investing book that's as
personal as it is revelatory, look no further. Packed with Buffett and Munger's timeless,
generous, and often hilarious wisdom. The book provides unique insight into the thinking,
strategies, and decisions - both good and bad - that made Buffett and Munger two of the
world's greatest investors. Understand the critical reasoning that leads Buffett and Munger to
purchase a particular company, including their methods for assigning value Discover Buffett's
distaste for "commonly accepted strategies" like modern portfolio theory and see why these
annual meetings are often called "an MBA in a weekend.”
ISBN: 9780857197009, Paperback RRP: £24.99, Publication Date: 20 April 2018
Rights: Simplified and complex Chinese, Brazilian/Portuguese, German, Indian
Subcontinent (English language reprint) Japanese, Korean, Russian and Vietnamese
rights sold. All other rights available.

THE TRUST MANDATE
The behavioural science behind how asset managers REALLY win and keep clients
By Herman Brodie and Klaus Harnack
An essential guide for anyone working in asset management.
This groundbreaking new book answers an essential question: why is it that a fund client selects, or
an investment consultant recommends, one asset manager over another when the two are, on
paper at least, very similar? Also, why is it that some asset managers maintain their mandates
during difficult periods in the cycle and others don't, even though their performances are identical?
Backed by compelling data and research from multiple disciplines, The Trust Mandate breaks open
the science of trust for asset managers, revealing the systematic steps clients take in their search for
evidence of good intentions - the essential, but often missing, component in business relationships.
It also shows how trusted managers are able to win more clients, keep them longer, merit good
recommendations, allowed to take more risks, and justify higher fees.
ISBN: 9780857196439, Hardback RRP: £49.99, Publication Date: 9 April 2018
All rights available.

THE END OF INDEXING
Six structural mega-trends that threaten passive investing
By Niels Jensen
Index-tracking is the flavour of the day - it accounts for around one-third of the total US mutual fund
market, and is still growing rapidly. Indexing appears to be unstoppable.
But, in The End of Indexing, investment veteran Niels Jensen presents a different vision. In a
forthright and compelling examination of the investment landscape, Jensen argues that the
economic environment we are entering will be unsuited to index-tracking strategies.
As a new investment approach is called for, The End of Indexing provides investors with a guide to
the challenging environment ahead and a warning about the future decline of index-tracking.
A critically acclaimed book with broad appeal to those in the financial services industry.
ISBN: 9780857195494, Hardback RRP: £25.00, Publication Date: 26 March 2018
Rights: Complex Chinese rights sold. All other rights available.

THE DEBT TRAP
How leverage impacts private-private-equity performance
By Sebastien Canderle
Thoroughly researched and comprehensive case studies of how private equity deals emanating
from the noughties credit bubble have shaped the way that private companies are financed and
managed today. Essential reading for PE practitioners, investors, academics and business students.
ISBN: 9780857195401, RRP: £50.00, Publication date: 19 September 2016
Rights: Vietnamese rights sold. All other rights available.

Key backlist titles: Investing
THE DEALS OF WARREN BUFFET
VOLUME 1, THE FIRST $100M
By Glen Arnold, with a foreword from Lawrence Cunningham
It took the world's greatest investor, Warren Buffett, nearly five decades to make his first $100m. This
book explains the reasoning behind each investing milestone, tracks the deals he made and shows how
they added to his wealth.
ISBN: 9780857196033, Hardback RRP: £25, Publication date: 6 November 2017
Rights: Simplified Chinese, Korean, Japanese, Thai, Baha Indonesian and Indian Subcontinent
(English language reprint) and Vietnamese rights sold. All other rights available.

SUPERINVESTORS
Lessons from the greatest investors in history- from Jesse Livermore to Warren Buffett and beyond
By Matthew Partridge
Lessons from the greatest investors in history - from Warren Buffett to Jesse Livermore. Find out what
sets these legendary figures apart, their methods and strategies, and the secrets of their successes.
ISBN: 9780857195975, Paperback RRP: £24.99, Publication date: 26 June 2017
Rights: Complex and Simplified Chinese, Vietnamese, Indian Subcontinent (English language
reprint) rights sold. All other rights available.

THE ART OF EXECUTION
How the world’s best investors get it wrong and still make millions
By Lee Freeman-Shor
An insider’s story of how the best fund managers in the world can get it wrong and still make
millions.This book is a detailed exposé of how top investors work, full of real-life data and case
studies.
Over seven years, 45 of the world's top investors were given between $25m and $150m to invest by
fund manager Lee Freeman-Shor. His instructions were simple. There was only one rule. They could
only invest in their ten best ideas to make money. A riveting read for investors of every level, this book
shows you exactly what to do and what not to do when your big idea is losing or winning - and
demonstrates conclusively why the most important thing about investing is always the art of execution.
ISBN: 9780857194954, RRP: £19.99 Publication date: 14 September 2015
Rights: Complex and Simplified Chinese, Vietnamese rights sold. All other rights available.

HOW TO PICK QUALITY SHARES
By Phil Oakley
A sophisticated three-step process for analysing company financial information to find good investments,
written by esteemed financial journalist and ShareScope writer Phil Oakley.
ISBN: 9780857195340, RRP: £24.99, Publication date: 22 May 2017
Rights: Simplified Chinese rights sold. All other rights available.

INVESTING THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS
A rational guide to irrational financial markets
By Tim Price
Tim Price presents a rational guide to irrational markets, tackling investment myths and misconceptions
in an effort to help today’s investors survive turbulent financial times with their assets intact.
ISBN: 9780857195364, RRP: £19.99, Publication date: 7 November 2016
Rights: Complex Chinese, Thai and Vietnamese rights sold. All other rights available.

JUVENESCENCE
Investing in the age of longevity
By Jim Mellon and Al Chalabi
From one of the UK’s most successful investors comes this new book: a layman’s guide to longevity,
investigating new technologies of ageing and youth and offering ideas on potential investment.
ISBN: 9780993047817, RRP: £14.99, Publication date: 24 July 2017
All rights available.

THE LAWS OF WEALTH
Psychology and the secrete to investing success
By Daniel Crosby
New York Times bestselling author Dr Daniel Crosby brings the insights of behavioural finance to
investors and traders everywhere, in this applied and accessible book.
Gold medallist in the Axiom Business Book Awards 2017.
ISBN: 9780857195241, RRP: £25, Publication date: 27 June 2016
Rights: Simplified and complex Chinese, German and Vietnamese rights sold. All other rights
available

THE BEST INVESTMENT WRITING
Selected writing from leading investors and authors
Edited by Meb Faber
With contributions from Jason Zweig, Barry Ritholtz, Corey Hoffstein, Ken Fisher and many more.
Selected writing from leading investors and authors, on topics ranging from investment strategies and
edges to market conditions, risks and returns.
ISBN: 9780857196194, RRP: £25, Publication date: 24 July 2017
Rights: Complex Chinese rights sold. All other rights available.

THE BUFFETT ESSAYS SYMPOSIUM
A 20th Anniversary Annotated Transcript
By Lawrence Cunningham
The inside story of the conference that launched the bestselling The Essays of Warren Buffett - featuring
never-before-published transcripts, photographs, and commentary from the attendees.
ISBN: 9780857195388, RRP: £20, Publication date: 8 May 2016
Rights: Simplified Chinese rights sold. All other rights available.

THE RETREAT OF GLOBALISATION
Anticipating radical change in the culture of financial markets
By Gervais Williams
This is a timely analysis of social and economic trajectories which suggests that globalisation has passed
its high water mark, and how investors might adapt to survive the changing times ahead.
ISBN: 9780857195753, RRP: £16.99, Publication date: 5 December 2016
Rights: Complex Chinese rights sold. All other rights available.

ANATOMY OF THE BEAR
Lessons from Wall Street’s four great bottoms
By Russell Napier
The classic financial work, looking at how bear-market bottoms really work and how investors and
traders might make them profitable. This 4th edition features a brand new preface from the author and a
foreword by Merryn Somerset Webb.
ISBN: 9780857195227, RRP: £29.99, Publication date: 18 January 2016
Rights: Simplified Chinese rights sold. All other rights available.

FREE CAPITAL
How 12 private investors made millions in the stock market
By Guy Thomas
A window into the world of private investors who make millions, based on interviews with 12 remarkably
successful individuals on their investing strategies, wisdoms and lifestyles.
ISBN: 9781906659745, RRP: £18.99, Publication date: 2 September 2013
Rights: German, Swedish and Indian Subcontinent (English language reprint) rights sold. All
other rights available.

EXCESS RETURNS
A comparative study of the methods of the world’s greatest investors
By Frederik Vanhaverbeke
A comparative study of the methods of the world’s best investors, featuring Warren Buffett, Benjamin Graham,
Anthony Bolton, Charles Munger, Joel Greenblatt and many more.
ISBN: 9780857193513, RRP: £35, Publication date: 30 June 2014
Rights: Simplified and complex Chinese, Korean rights sold. All other rights available.

THE DEFENSIVE VALUE INVESTOR
A complete step-by-step guide to building a high-yield, low-risk share portfolio
By John Kingham
A guide to combining the strategies of defensive investing and value investing to maximise returns when
building a share portfolio.
ISBN: 9780857193988, RRP: £25, Publication date: 4 April 2016
All rights available.

QUALITY INVESTING
Owning the best companies for the long term
By Lawrence Cunningham, Torkell T. Eide and Patrick Hargreaves
An exploration of the investing approach of US firm AKO Capital and how investing in quality companies has
delivered a compound annual growth rate nearly double that of the market.
ISBN: 9780857195128, RRP: £35, Publication date: 5 January 2016
Rights: Simplified Chinese, Spanish and Vietnamese rights sold. All other rights available.

Economics
FIXING ECONOMICS
By George Cooper
From the no.1 bestselling author of The Origin of Financial Crises comes a new book which is ‘recommended
reading’ (Financial Times), exploring how the ‘broken science’ might be rebuilt with the work of Darwin and
Harvey.
ISBN: 9780857195524, RRP: £14.99, Publication date: 15 August 2016
Rights: Korean rights sold. All other rights available.

ECONOMICS MADE SIMPLE
How money, trade and markets really work
By Madsen Pirie
Economics Made Simple answers common questions about economics (How do banks work? Why do prices
rise or fall? What causes globalisation?) through narrative and lucid explanation rooted in everyday
experience and common-sense intuitions.
ISBN: 9780857191427, RRP: £14.99, Publication date: 16 January 2012
Rights: Simplified and complex Chinese, Indian Subcontinent (English language reprint) rights sold.
All other rights available.

Trading
THE WAY TO TRADE BETTER
Transform your trading into a successful business
By John Piper
Following the author’s seminal work on trading psychology, The Way to Trade Better uses 30+ years of
successful trading experience to develop a five-step process that will improve and refine the skills of traders at
any level.
ISBN: 9780857193360, RRP: £34.99, Publication date: 1 February 2016
Rights: Simplified Chinese and Vietnamese rights sold. All other rights available.

REMINISCENCES OF A STOCK OPERATOR
(HARRIMAN DEFINITIVE EDITION)
The classic novel based on the life of legendary stock market speculator Jesse Livermore
By Edwin Lefevre
The unforgettable story of the life of Jesse Livermore, one of Wall Street's greatest ever stock speculators,
with an exclusive foreword by Tim Price.
ISBN: 9780857195944, RRP: £29.99, Publication date: 13 February 2017
Rights: Indian Subcontinent (English language reprint) rights sold. All other rights available.

SYSTEMATIC TRADING
A unique new method for designing trading and investing systems
By Robert Carver
The complete guide to developing your own systems to help you make and execute trading and investing
decisions, applicable to all asset classes. Detailed, comprehensive, and full of practical advice.
ISBN: 9780857194459, RRP: £45
Publication date: 14 September 2015
Rights: Japanese and Vietnamese rights sold. All other rights available.

HIGH PERFORMANCE TRADING
By Steve Ward
35 proven practical techniques and strategies to help traders of all abilities, experience levels and styles to
enhance their trading performance and psychology.
ISBN: 9781905641611, RRP: £39, Publication date: 30 November 2009
Rights: Simplified Chinese, Polish, Vietnamese, Indian Subcontinent (English language reprint) rights
sold. All other rights available.

THE MEJT SYSTEM
By Jeffrey Tennant
A new and exclusive technical analysis tool for S&P500 traders, based on the principle that price action at
certain times of the day can allow traders to make predictions regarding future support and resistance levels.
ISBN: 9780857190352 RRP: £44.99, Publication date: 3 February 2011
Rights: Simplified Chinese rights sold. All other rights available.

Entrepreneurship & motivational
CREATE SPECIAL
Think and act like an entrepreneur to change your life
By Jim Duffy MBE
An inspiring no-nonsense guide to leaving your mark on the world, written by the co-founder of the world’s
largest equity-free business accelerator. “Overwhelmingly positive” -Bloomberg Radio
ISBN: 9780857196132, RRP: £12.99, Publication date: 8 May 2017
All rights available.

WHY SELL TACOS IN AFRICA?
16 life-changing business strategies you can use anywhere, from the man who turned $400 into $200 million
By Paul Oberschneider
16 Start-Up Strategies for Entrepreneurs.
ISBN: 9780995763005, RRP: £9.99, Publication date: 10 January 2017
Rights: Vietnamese rights sold. All other rights available.

THE LUCK FACTOR
Why Some People Are Luckier Than Others and How You Can Become One of Them
By Max Gunther
From the bestselling author of The Zurich Axioms comes this classic text on logical truths, outrageous fortune,
and the possibility of managing luck.
ISBN: 9781906659493, RRP: £9.99, Publication date: 10 July 2009
Rights: Australasian, Japanese, Indian Subcontinent (English language reprint) Indonesian, Hebrew,
Portuguese (Brazil) Simplified and complex Chinese, Thai and Vietnamese rights sold. All other rights
available.

EVERYDAY ENTREPRENEURS
A sugar-free, Dragon-slaying start-up guider the simple small business
By Ken Horn
Written by a leading business advisor, Everyday Entrepreneurs is packed full of inspirational examples and
practical advice for anyone wishing to start their own small business and achieve success in entrepreneurship.
ISBN: 9780857193452, RRP: £9.99, Publication date: 7 July 2014
Rights: Vietnamese rights sold. All other rights available.

